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Chapter 3336

But the terrifying sword net woven by thousands of sword auras can be described as
overwhelming.
At first, Gaia and the others were able to avoid a little by their body skills, but as the
sword aura became
denser and more and more attacks, Gaia and the others were still unable to avoid it after
all.
Swept by the overwhelming sword energy.
The strength of a sword aura may not be enough to break the defense of the titled
strong.
However, ten, hundred, and thousand, when more and more sword energy slashed on
them, it would be
difficult for Gaia and the others to hold it.
The defense was forced, the flesh and blood split, and the red blood flowed down.
“Stop~”
“Asshole, stop…”
“Don’t hurt them!”
“Stop it~”
Seeing all the dragon gods, they were almost beaten by the powerful Chu family. Old
Han in the
distance, in his heart Dripping blood.
Above the pale face, old tears burst into tears.
He yelled, he cried, he wanted to save these dragon gods.
No one can understand the feelings of Old Han at this time.
Because these Dragon God powerhouses have been cultivated and developed by him
for so many years
together with Mark.
This is his many years of hard work and the greatest achievement in his life.
But now, the Xinghuo he worked so hard to nurture has been so abused by the strong of
the Chu family,
and almost has the power of life and death. It is conceivable how heartache Adam Han
feels.
He couldn’t see, their dragon god strong, suffered a little bit of harm.
“Hey~”
“It seems that the defeat is set.”
“The hot summer boy, after all, failed to create a miracle.” Looking at the miserable
scene before him,
Aaron and others couldn’t help but sigh.



“Yes~”
“I can only say that
Brian Chuis still too young and naive.” “A wealthy family like the Chu family with a strong
foundation can
never defeat one person and completely defeat it.”
“If you want to. really yield Chu family, he has to step in, not only Chuzheng Liang, as
well as the Chu
family all the cards! ” “
and that, only by a younger boy, is impossible and no doubt? “
around the crowd of those People can’t help but sigh with emotion.
When he rushed to regret for Chu Tianfan, he couldn’t help but tremble at the power of
the Chu family.
It is worthy of being the No. 1 martial arts family today, any hole card that is taken out is
not something
that four or five titled powerhouses can handle.
“Haha~”
“It’s finally over!”
“When
Chu Tianfan’s follow-ups die, this Chu Tianfan’s revenge plan will be completely
defeated!” Chu Qi
looked at the gradually blurred Gaia and others. God smiled triumphantly.
At this time, he just took people to the ruins where Mark fell.
However, he hasn’t waited for him to order the digging.
On the ruins in front of me, a few boulders suddenly slipped down.
Then, in Chu Qitian’s horrified gaze, a thin figure with a blood-stained body stood up
directly from the
rubble.
“This this…”
“How is this possible?”
“Is it a man or a ghost?”
Chu Qitian was scared at the time, and squatted on the ground.
When other people saw it, they were just ashamed.
“
Ciao !” “How about playing?”
“Isn’t this dead?”
….
“Can you get up?”
“This guy, is it really impossible to fight with iron?”
When I saw Mark stood up again, everyone was there. People urinate instantly.
Chu Shen and the others almost stared out.
They couldn’t believe it, after taking all the blows from the Yunyang Immortal Phase,
they were
successfully attacked by the three of them.
This junior can actually stand up?
“Hold it up!”
“It must have done it hard~”
“Even if you stand up, you don’t have the strength to fight anymore!”
Chu Shen snarled, as if to comfort himself .



However, as Mark’s body like Yuan’s might broke out again, the panic on the Chu
family’s faces became
more intense.
“Lord of the Dragon!”
“Lord of the Dragon~”
“Lord of the Dragon is standing up!!!”
Gaia and the others, who were ailing, saw Mark standing up, they burst into tears in an
instant.
That feeling is like a nightwalker who sees a round of Yaoyang and slowly rises.
The light that spilled out was dazzling and scorching.
It’s warm, their whole hearts!

Chapter 3337

Some people are born kings.
Sometimes, there is no need for a word or a word at all, as long as you stand there, it
affects everyone’s
hearts and attracts the attention of people all over the world.
Just like Mark at this time, at the moment he stood up, everyone present felt that the thin
young man
suddenly became extremely tall.
Looking from a distance, it is dazzling and shocking, like a round of shining sun,
dazzling and shining.
“Waiting for the ants, I am Chu Tianfan, haven’t been defeated yet?” After a
short silence, Ye Fanxiong’s low and low voice, like thunder, blasted the world.
For a time, Mark’s ranting words, like Hong Zhongda Lu, overwhelmed all the voices in
the world.
“Hahahaha~”
“Brothers!”
“Let’s get up too!”
“It’s not over yet?”
“The Dragon Lord hasn’t given up yet, how can we despair?”
After hearing Mark’s words, Gaia and others, It’s like a long drought and every rain, and
dead wood
every spring.
Immediately swept away the previous decadent state, and the light of hope bloomed in
the bleak eyes
again!
I don’t know if it was the effect of my heart, or was inspired and infected by Mark.
After Mark stood up, the four dragon gods who had been covered in bruises under the
siege of the Chu
family powerhouse before, unexpectedly stood up again.
“Yes!”
“Isn’t it over yet?”
“The dragon master won’t fall, shall we?”
…..
“Haha ~”
“I just feel so full of energy!”
“Come on, brothers, we follow the Dragon Lord, battles Chu family.”



“This time, we are with the Dragon Lord, fought side by side!”
In Gaia Under the lead, Owen, Su Muqiu and others were also high-spirited.
In the previous several battles, Mark fought the Chu family alone.
A few of them didn’t get involved at all.
Because they thought that the Chu family would keep their promises, and after losing to
Mark alone,
they would honor their promise.
It looks like it’s all shit now.
If you don’t beat the Chu family until they are convinced, they will not succumb.
Therefore, after figuring this out, the four dragon god powerhouses all rushed out,
directly behind Mark.
Although the body was stained with blood, the terrible power that came out of the bones,
gathered
together, made countless people shudder.
Coupled with the majestic killing intent revealed in Mark’s cold eyes, it was even more
chilling.
“The third
child, what should we do now?” “This abandoned son is just like Xiaoqiang who can’t kill
him. It’s weird.”
“I’m worried. If we continue to fight, our Chu family will be able to win. The price paid is
also Extremely
huge!”
Perhaps it was shocked by the sense of oppression on Mark and the others. For a while,
the Chu family
began to feel timid.
Even Chu Qitian, who was previously arrogant, was shocked by 80% of his original
arrogance.
Obviously, there is also fear in my heart.
After all, up to now, everything that Mark has shown on his body is infinitely strange.
This fear of the unknown made the Chu family elders feel a little frightened.
Listening to the words of those around him, Chu Shenjiu was speechless for a long time,
his eyes
wrinkled tightly.
In the end, Chu Shen stood up and looked at Mark: “Although I don’t know what method
you used
, you can survive under the Yunyang Immortal Array.” “However, since you can escape
from the dead, it
means it’s not heaven .” I will kill you.”
“My Chu family has always been in awe of heaven!”
“So, since the sky does not kill you, then I will give you a chance to live.”
“If you don’t want to die, I will take your men to my Chu family. Apologize in public.”
“And, take an oath here!”
“In this life and this life, I won’t enter my Chu family for half a step.”
“If you break this oath, the heaven will die!”
Chu Shen stood with his hand, and his proud voice couldn’t help echoing.
In the words, the high-pitched tone was particularly vivid.
An Qi breathed a sigh of relief when she heard the words.
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